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PREFACE

This Training Framework is based on the empirical study of the procedural rights of suspects in four European Union (EU) jurisdictions – England and Wales, France, the Netherlands and Scotland – conducted in 2011-2013. The study focused on three of the procedural rights set out in the EU Roadmap for strengthening the procedural rights of suspected and accused persons in criminal proceedings: the right to interpretation and translation; the right to information and the letter of rights; and the right of access to a lawyer before and during police interrogation, as well as the right to silence. The results were published in the book, Inside Police Custody: An Empirical Account of Suspects’ Rights in Four Jurisdictions.1

The objective of the training framework is to enhance the knowledge, understanding and skills of criminal justice practitioners – police officers and defence lawyers – in respect of the procedural rights of suspects in police detention. It seeks to do this by orientating the framework around the requirements of EU law on procedural rights, as set out in the EU Directives referred to above, and by suggesting appropriate training strategies. The framework incorporates best-practice identified during the observational stage of the research study, and is designed to be applicable across EU Member States.

Since training courses for police officers and lawyers rarely focus exclusively on the procedural rights of suspects, the training framework is not intended to provide a model for stand-alone training. Building on the findings of the research, and the pilot training programme carried out as part of the research project, the training framework is designed as a tool to be used in the planning of training programmes on the procedural aspects of police custody, for both police officers and lawyers. In this regard, it highlights the procedural rights to be addressed through training, and the training methods that may be suitable for ensuring their delivery is effective in practice.

1 Blackstock et al. 2014.
The research study and development of the training framework was carried out by the Universities of Maastricht, Warwick and the West of England, together with JUSTICE. Avon and Somerset Police and the Open Society Justice Initiative were also collaborators on the project.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE TRAINING FRAMEWORK

The training framework, drawn from empirical evidence of best practice together with two pilot training workshops, complements training programmes for police officers and lawyers. It aims to equip them with the knowledge, understanding and skills necessary for the effective delivery of suspects’ procedural rights during police detention.

The European Union (EU), in the Stockholm Programme, prioritized the establishment of minimum standards regarding procedural safeguards for suspected and accused persons in criminal proceedings. The Resolution on a Roadmap for strengthening procedural rights of suspected or accused persons in criminal proceedings was adopted in 2009. Under the Roadmap, EU Institutions were tasked with adopting legislative measures for the protection of the right to interpretation and translation, the right to information, the right of access to a lawyer, third parties and consular assistance, the right to legal aid, and rights for vulnerable suspects, and also to consider how to deal with excessive pre-trial detention. The first three measures have been agreed between the Council and European Parliament in the form of Directives that must be implemented in each Member State of the EU no later than the transposition date set out in each Directive. The rights set out in the

---

1 The Stockholm Programme, An Open and Secure Europe Serving and Protecting Citizens, O.J. 4.05.2010 (C 115), 1.
Directives are informed by existing standards under the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) and the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR). However, they go further by including detailed provisions designed to ensure that the rights are implemented in practice and, to an extent in a uniform way across the EU. Furthermore, the enforcement mechanisms regarding EU Directives are stronger than those that apply in respect of the ECHR. Therefore, EU Member States must ensure that their laws and procedures give practical effect to the rights provided for in the Directives.

1. The Purpose of the Training Framework

Compliance with the provisions of the EU Directives requires not only the existence of an appropriate legislative and regulatory framework, but also that criminal justice officials and practitioners responsible for the delivery of procedural rights sufficiently understand and actively facilitate them. Whilst procedures and protocols are important mechanisms in ensuring respect for procedural rights, they need to be complemented by training which addresses not only the relevant legislation, regulations, procedures and protocols, but which also contributes to an understanding of the purpose of the rights, and helps to develop the skills necessary to effectively deliver and facilitate them. This is particularly important where, as with the EU Directives, the changes present challenges to existing practices and attitudes. For example, whilst a lecture may inform lawyers of the legislative provisions that have been introduced to give effect to the EU Directive on interpretation and translation, and may also provide them with contextual information regarding relevant ECHR jurisprudence, it is not an effective mechanism for equipping lawyers with the understanding and skills necessary to ensure that their clients are able to benefit from the right in practice. Effective training would include the provision of information, but would also focus on enabling lawyers to put that knowledge into practice. Thus training would include exercises directed at raising awareness of the importance of, and developing the skills necessary for, identification of the need for interpretation, understanding the issues raised by communication via an interpreter, and liaising with the police and the interpreter.

The training framework was devised as part of the research study Procedural rights of suspects in police detention in the EU: empirical investigation and promoting best practice, which examined the procedural rights of suspects in police detention in four EU jurisdictions: England and Wales, France, the Netherlands and Scotland.

---

4 See Art. 53 ECHR and the comparison between the binding nature of EU human rights provision and the ECHR by the ECJ, Case C-617/10 Åklagaren v. Åkerberg Fransson, not yet published.

5 Funded by the European Commission under agreement number JUST/2010/JPEN/AG/IS78 30-CE-0420507/00-12, and published as Blackstock et al. 2014.

6 Note that although England and Wales, and Scotland, are both parts of the United Kingdom, they constitute two separate, and distinctive, criminal justice jurisdictions.
The procedural rights examined in the research study were the right to interpretation and translation, the right to information, the right of access to a lawyer, and the right to silence. The objectives of the research were, firstly, to provide empirical evidence of how suspects’ rights were delivered in a range of EU jurisdictions and, secondly, to provide research-based best practice approaches to the provision of training designed to ensure the effective implementation of those rights. Under the Directives, Member States are required to request those responsible for training criminal justice officials to provide appropriate training,7 and this training framework is intended for dissemination amongst those organizations which provide relevant training courses, including bar associations. When conducting our research we did not find, in any of the four jurisdictions, training courses or modules that were specifically focused on procedural safeguards for suspects in police stations. This is understandable since training courses, both for the police and lawyers, normally have a wider focus. Based on our research, and on the pilot training that we conducted,8 we concluded that we could most usefully devise a training framework that could be used to inform the planning of, and be incorporated into, training programmes relating to the police detention stage of criminal proceedings. The training framework is not, therefore, intended as a model for stand-alone training courses in suspects’ procedural rights.

The objective of the training framework is to enhance the knowledge, understanding and skills of criminal justice practitioners – police officers and defence lawyers – in respect of the procedural rights of suspects in police detention. It seeks to do this by orientating the framework around the requirements of EU law on procedural rights, as set out in the Directives referred to above, and by suggesting appropriate training strategies. The framework highlights best-practice identified during the observational stage of our research in the four jurisdictions that were the subject of the study, and is designed to be applicable across EU Member States. It may also be relevant beyond EU jurisdictions, particularly in the context of the UN Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers9 and the United Nations Principles and Guidelines on Access to Legal Aid in Criminal Justice Systems.10 The training framework focuses on the roles of police officers and criminal defence lawyers in the delivery of procedural safeguards at police stations, since these are the primary actors who control, and are therefore able to ensure, the effective delivery of these rights at this stage of criminal proceedings.

7 Art. 6 Directive on the right to interpretation and translation; Art. 9 Directive on the right to information. The Directive on the right of access to a lawyer does not include such a provision.
8 See section 2 below.
In essence, the primary objectives of the training framework are:

i) to foster professional cultures based on respect for and active advancement of the procedural rights of suspects in police detention;

ii) to address the practical challenges to the effective implementation of suspects’ rights by suggesting training approaches designed to overcome those challenges;

iii) to promote the use of best practices in safeguarding the rights of suspects in police detention.

By engaging practitioners through training in the development of appropriate professional cultures, and by the entrenchment of practices based on respect for the right of suspects to effective criminal defence, it will be possible to improve the delivery and protection of those rights.

2. Content of the Training Framework

The training framework was developed in the context of training needs that were identified in the Procedural rights of suspects in police detention in the EU research, and reference should be made to the findings of the research, published as Inside Police Custody: An empirical account of suspects’ rights in four jurisdictions, as appropriate.

Chapter 2 Developing the training framework sets out the process by which the framework was developed, which included pilot training programmes conducted in England and the Netherlands.

Chapter 3 Training approaches: indicators for successful training explores different approaches to training, making reference to other relevant research findings (some of which were used in the pilot training described in section 2), thus placing them in a more theoretical context, and provides guidance on how they may be used in practice.

Chapter 4 The training syllabus sets out a suggested syllabus for training on the rights of suspects in police detention, which is based on the issues identified for the purposes of the pilot training, and on the full analysis of the research data that was subsequently carried out. As indicated above, the training syllabus is not intended to provide a prescriptive structure for training dedicated to the four procedural rights which were the subject of the research study. Rather, it is designed as a resource for those responsible for police and lawyer training, which may be useful in the determination of training needs, planning training programmes, and in devising appropriate approaches to delivering that training.

The Annex to the training framework, Pilot training materials, includes the materials used in the pilot training, which may be adapted by training providers for their own courses. We have included these to demonstrate the value of involving...

11 Blackstock et al. 2014.
training delegates in practical exercises, and they show the detailed scenarios that we used to challenge and inform the delegates.
DEVELOPING THE TRAINING FRAMEWORK

1. Introduction

In developing the training framework two pilot training days were held, one in England and one in the Netherlands, which were designed to introduce the delegates to some of the research findings in relation to which a training need had been identified and to test out a range of approaches to addressing those training needs. The training day in England was held on 18 April 2013, and was attended by six police officers and five lawyers from England, and three lawyers from Scotland. In addition, four experts were invited to observe and to provide feedback: a senior police officer, an academic with long experience in training and assessing lawyers in relation to advising and assisting suspects at police stations, a senior lawyer with long experience in acting for suspected and accused persons in criminal proceedings, and a global expert on legal aid and access to justice who works for an international NGO. The training day in the Netherlands was conducted the following week, on 23 April 2013, and was attended by four police officers and five lawyers from the Netherlands, and six police officers from Belgium. The group of experts consisted of an experienced judge, a professor from the Dutch police academy, a prosecutor-general involved in developing Salduz guidelines for the Belgian police, and a professor of psychology and law with expertise in interrogation training for police officers.

The programme for each training day was almost identical, but in England the session on the right to silence and interrogation involved a role-play exercise, whereas in the Netherlands this was replaced by an exercise using a video-recording of an interrogation. The role-play in the session on disclosure and consultation also differed slightly. In England, a police officer was required to play the role of a lawyer in a lawyer-client consultation in order to experience the lawyer’s role, and in particular the impact of partial disclosure upon the lawyer’s ability to advise the

1 Police officers from Scotland were invited but, in the event, none were able to attend.
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client. In the Netherlands, only lawyers played the part of the lawyer, having been given only partial disclosure. Delegates were asked to provide feedback at the end of the training days, and in addition the expert observers contributed to an analysis and evaluation of the pilot training. See the Annex Pilot training materials for the training day programmes and the exercises used.

2. The Objectives of the Pilot Training

Bearing in mind the purpose and objectives of the training framework set out in section 1 above, the pilot training had a number of objectives.

Testing whether training is a relevant response – As explained in more detail in section 2.3 below, preliminary analysis of the research data identified a number of problems with effective implementation of the procedural rights of suspects arrested and detained by the police. For example, the research found that the approach of police officers to informing suspects of their rights differed significantly as between ‘experienced’ suspects and those who had little or no previous experience of arrest and detention. Whilst the research found that officers were often careful and thorough in informing inexperienced suspects of their procedural rights, experienced suspects were often not fully informed of them and/or were assumed to know (and understand) what they were. An objective of the pilot was to identify whether such procedural failures were amenable to training, and whether training could result in officers approaching their obligations in a different, more effective, way.

Testing different approaches to training – Training can have a variety of functions, including conveying relevant information, developing relevant skills that enable that information to be applied appropriately in a given situation, developing an understanding of the needs of others, and developing an understanding and appreciation of the roles of other criminal justice actors. For example, effective implementation of the right to interpretation requires both police officers and lawyers to know what the relevant legal provisions are, to be able to assess whether a particular suspect requires the services of an interpreter, to know how to secure access to an appropriate interpreter, to understand the needs of a suspect who does not have sufficient knowledge of the language of the proceedings, and to appreciate the role of the interpreter and to enable them to perform it. The purpose of the pilot training was to assess the different approaches to fulfilling some of the key training needs identified by the research.

Assessing the utility of joint training – Whilst police officers and lawyers perform important functions in relation to persons who are suspected of committing a criminal offence, those functions differ in significant ways, and may be perceived as

---

2 See section 2.3.2 below.
3 The omission to inform ‘experienced’ suspects of their procedural rights is described as a failure since the EU Directive on the right to information makes not exceptions in respect of such suspects, and also because the fact that a suspect knows, or says they know, their rights does not mean that they understand them and their implications.
being in conflict. For example there is common agreement that the role of a lawyer in acting for a client in police detention is to advise and assist in the client’s best interests. Although there are some differences between different jurisdictions, broadly the role of a police officer is to investigate an alleged offence and whether a particular suspect committed it, including by interrogating the suspect. Advice by a lawyer to a client to exercise their right to silence is likely to be regarded as inimical to the objectives of the police officer, but on the other hand, the failure of the police officer to disclose any information about the evidence to the lawyer may lead the lawyer to conclude that advising silence is the only appropriate advice that they can give to the client. One of the objectives of the pilot training was to assess whether joint training might result in a better appreciation of the role of the other, and lead to behavioural changes on the part of police officers and/or lawyers which, in turn, might result in more effective delivery of procedural rights.

Assessing the utility of cross-jurisdictional training – As noted above, the jurisdictions in the study are at different stages of development in respect of the procedural guarantees covered by the EU Directives. For example, in England and Wales, suspects have had a right to consult with a lawyer and to the presence of the lawyer during police interrogations since 1986, whereas in Scotland this right was not introduced until 2010. One consequence of this is that in England and Wales the role of the lawyer at the police station has been developed over more than two decades, and is incorporated into a police station accreditation scheme, whereas in Scotland the role of the lawyer at the investigative stage is relatively under-developed. Thus an objective of the pilot was to assess whether joint training for lawyers and police officers from different jurisdictions might assist in developing common understandings of procedural rights, and in communicating best practice.

3. Training Issues Arising from the Research

For the purposes of the pilot training, initial analysis of the research data was used to identify a number of issues that might usefully be addressed by training. The issues were grouped around activities which must occur during police detention in any jurisdiction, and were identified as follows:

- Arrival at the police station – police identification of the need for interpretation and/or translation; and notification to the suspect of their procedural rights.
- Disclosure of information and the lawyer-client consultation – police decision-making on what information to provide to the suspect and/or their lawyer, and the conduct of the lawyer-client consultation, including the consequences of the decision regarding disclosure and arrangements for police interrogation.
- The right to silence and the role of the lawyer in police interrogation – understanding the rationale for and meaning of the right to silence, and understanding the role of the lawyer in police interrogations.
3.1. **Arrival at the Police Station**

The EU Directive on the right to interpretation and translation requires Member States to ensure that a procedure or mechanism is in place to ascertain whether a suspect speaks and understands the language of the proceedings and whether they need the assistance of an interpreter.⁴ In none of the jurisdictions in the study was a formal procedure or mechanism in place in the research sites to determine whether a suspect requires an interpreter, and suspects were not orally informed of their right to an interpreter (although in England and Wales the Notice of Rights and Entitlements that is given to suspects states that if the suspect does not speak or understand English the police will arrange for someone who speaks their language to help them).⁵ The procedure adopted was reliant on the discretion exercised by the custody officer (or assistant prosecutor in the Netherlands), and in England and Wales, and Scotland, the process was aided by a language identification card or poster (and in the former, by the availability of the Notice of Rights and Entitlements in 54 languages on the Home Office website).⁶ The research found that officers in these three jurisdictions approached the identification of need for an interpreter in different ways, that the process was normally very informal and approximate and that, in the Netherlands in particular, the approach was often informed by what was convenient for the police rather than what the needs of the suspect were.⁷

In respect of notification to suspects of their procedural rights, the EU Directive on the right to information requires Member States to ensure that suspects are promptly informed, orally or in writing, of: the right of access to a lawyer; any entitlement to free legal advice; the right to be informed of the accusation; the right to interpretation and translation; and the right to remain silent.⁸ In addition, the Directive requires that suspects who are arrested or detained are promptly provided with a written Letter of Rights setting out these rights, and other rights such as the right of access to case materials.⁹ The laws and procedures regarding the right to information differed as between the jurisdictions. In particular, there were significant differences with regard to the complexity of the language used, the extent to which the rights were explained, and the procedures for and the extent to which police officers verified whether the suspect understood the notification. One common feature, however, was that the process of notifying rights to ‘experienced’

---

⁴ Art. 2(4) Directive on the right to interpretation and translation.
⁶ Ibidem. In addition, there is an audio file of the Notice for use if a suspect is blind or cannot read.
⁷ For further information on the research findings, see Blackstock et al. 2014, Chapter 4.
⁸ Art. 3(1) Directive on the right to information.
⁹ Art. 4 Directive on the right to information.
suspects was more perfunctory than in the case of suspects who had little or no previous experience of arrest and detention.\textsuperscript{10}

In the pilot training, these issues were addressed using two different types of exercise.

The first exercise sought to address the problems identified by the research in relation to identification of the need for interpretation. It comprised a group discussion, involving both police officers and lawyers, which was designed: (a) to prompt participants to think about how they identify the need for interpretation and to share ideas about appropriate approaches to the task; and (b) to prompt consideration of interpretation as a right of the suspect rather than merely a convenience for the police.

The second exercise concerned the process of notification of rights to suspects, and for this purpose, participants were divided into groups of three or four, comprising both police officers and lawyers. The exercise consisted of two separate role plays, one involving notification of rights to a suspect who did not understand complex language, and a second involving an ‘experienced’ suspect who was not interested in being notified of their rights. In each case, the suspect was played by a person who was not participating in the pilot training, and who had been given instructions on how to play the part. Feedback on the role plays was provided by the other participants in each group, followed by a group feedback session involving all participants. The objectives of the exercise were: (a) to develop an awareness of the importance of the process of notification of rights; (b) to enable participants to identify and understand different approaches to notification of rights and how this may affect suspects’ understanding of those rights; and (c) to prompt participants to consider how suspects may perceive their rights and, in particular, to consider what approaches are appropriate for different kinds of suspect (in particular, suspects who may lack intellectual capacity, and suspects who appear to know their rights).

3.2. Disclosure of Information and the Lawyer-Client Consultation

The EU Directive on the right to information requires Member States to ensure that suspects and accused persons who are arrested and detained are: (a) promptly informed of the reason for their arrest and detention, and provided with information about the criminal act of which they are suspected or accused; (b) given access to documents which are essential to effectively challenging the lawfulness of their arrest or detention; and (c) given access to all material evidence in the possession of the competent authorities no later than on submission of the merits of the accusation to the judgment of a court.\textsuperscript{11} In respect of (a), Recital 28 of the Directive states that information about the suspected criminal act should be given promptly and at

\textsuperscript{10} For further information on the research findings, see Blackstock \textit{et al.} 2014, Chapter 5.

\textsuperscript{11} Arts. 6 and 7 Directive on the right to information.
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the latest before the first official interview of the suspect by the police, and should include a description of the facts and, where known, the time and place of the alleged offence, and the possible legal classification of the alleged offence. The information should normally be given in sufficient detail to safeguard the fairness of the proceedings and to allow for an effective exercise of the rights of the defence.

Preliminary analysis of the research data found that while suspects were normally informed of the reasons for arrest and the criminal offence they were suspected of (although often in a perfunctory form), the amount of evidential information given to the suspect varied depending upon a number of factors, including whether the suspect was legally represented, and the perceived strength of existing incriminating evidence. Broadly, the police adopted a strategic approach to the disclosure of information about the evidence prior to the first interrogation, and extensive disclosure was only likely where the suspect was represented and the police thought that the evidence was strong. Often, the information provided was extremely limited. Lawyers felt that they could not adequately perform their function in the absence of disclosure from the police, and said that when faced with minimal disclosure they were more likely to advise their client to exercise their right to silence in interrogation. Despite this, lawyers often took little concerted action to obtain disclosure from the police prior to the interrogation, although in some jurisdictions they were inhibited in doing so by difficulties in speaking to the officer(s) dealing with the case. The major exception to this picture was England and Wales where, in the case of represented suspects, the officer in the case routinely provided some disclosure prior to the first interrogation (although the strategic approach to disclosure referred to above was still evident). With regard to lawyer-client consultations, the approach in Scotland differed from that in the other jurisdictions in that almost all consultations were by telephone rather than in person. In France and the Netherlands, lawyer-client consultations were limited to 30 minutes, but most consultations in all of the jurisdictions took significantly less time than this.12

In the pilot training, we therefore focussed on the issue of police disclosure and its impact upon legal advice, rather than how suspects are informed of the reasons for arrest. The issues were explored using two exercises, one concerned with disclosure and the other with the lawyer-client consultation.

In the first exercise, lawyers and police officers were divided into separate groups. Each was provided with the same case scenario. The police groups were asked to discuss what information they would disclose to the defence lawyer, and the lawyer groups were asked to discuss what information they would want from the police to enable them to advise the client. In a plenary session, the police and lawyer groups shared the outcomes of their discussions with the whole group, leading to a discussion of the different approaches taken by the police and lawyer groups. The objectives of this exercise were: (a) to prompt participants to consider the purpose of disclosure from their perspective (that is, police officers or lawyers);  

12 For further information on the research findings, see Blackstock et al. 2014, Chapters 6 and 7.
(b) to prompt participants to consider the relationship between disclosure and the role of the lawyer in advising a client prior to interrogation; and (c) to enable participants to understand the impact of minimal disclosure on the capacity of the lawyer to advise a client.

The second exercise entailed two role-plays. In the first, in England, a police officer participant was asked to play the role of a lawyer who was required to advise a suspect on the basis of the information that the police agreed to disclose in the first exercise (concerning disclosure). This was so that they could experience the lawyer’s role, and in particular the impact of partial disclosure upon the lawyer’s ability to advise the client. In the Netherlands, a lawyer participant conducted this role. In the second exercise, a lawyer advised the suspect, but this time on the basis of having had full disclosure from the police. The suspect was played by a non-participant who was given instructions on how to reveal information to their ‘lawyer’ according to the trust and confidence they felt in them. Following the role-plays, the whole group assessed the two consultations and, in particular, considered the impact of the level of disclosure on the advice given to the client. The objectives of the exercise were: (a) to identify differences in attitude to disclosure as between police and lawyer participants; (b) to promote understanding of the role of the lawyer in providing advice to a client prior to a police interrogation; and (c) to prompt participants to think about the impact of the level of police disclosure on the nature and scope of advice that could be given by the lawyer, in particular, with regard to advice regarding the right to silence.

3.3. The Right to Silence and the Role of the Lawyer in Police Interrogations

The EU Directive on the right to information requires that a suspect be notified of the right to silence promptly, but does not specifically require that the suspect be given notice, or be reminded, of the right to silence at the commencement of an interrogation. ECtHR case-law, on the other hand, requires that notification of the right to silence be given when the right arises. Whilst the EU Directive states that notification must be provided in ‘simple and accessible’ language, there is no requirement that the police take action to verify that a suspect understands the notification. With regard to the right of access to a lawyer, the EU Directive does provide that a suspect has a right to have their lawyer present during police interrogations, but does not articulate the role of the lawyer. The EU has not sought to regulate the conduct of police interrogations, and whilst the ECHR prohibits torture and inhuman or degrading treatment, the case-law of the ECtHR does not establish clear parameters for the application of pressure by the police during interrogations.

With regard to the right to silence, the law in England and Wales, the Netherlands and Scotland, requires notification of the right to silence to be given at the commencement of an interrogation, but regulation of the way in which notification is to be given varies between the jurisdictions. In France, notification of the right to silence must be given when a suspect is detained, but does not have to be
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given during an interrogation. Preliminary analysis of the research data showed that in England and Wales, the interrogating officer routinely read out the caution (which briefly states the legal implications of silence) in a standard format and asked questions to check the suspect’s understanding of the caution. However, it was commonly agreed that the law on inferences from silence is complex, and that it was beyond the understanding of many suspects. In the Netherlands, by contrast, there was no standard format for notification of the right to silence, officers normally gave ‘minimal’ notice of the right, and did not normally provide an explanation. In those exceptional cases where an explanation was provided, the officer normally emphasized the negative consequences of the suspect remaining silent. Furthermore, many instances were observed where the officer sought to undermine a suspect’s decision to remain silent. In Scotland, an absolute right to silence exists, and a caution in a standard format was read from a template, but officers did seek to verify the suspect’s understanding of the caution. In relation to the role of the lawyer during interrogation, the position in the four jurisdictions differed significantly. In England and Wales the circumstances in which the lawyer may intervene are set out in a Code of Practice, and lawyers were observed to be quite pro-active in interrogations. In France and the Netherlands, there are significant limitations on the ability of lawyers to intervene, and lawyers reported that the police tended to discourage intervention.13

Two exercises were devised to explore these issues. In the first, whole group, exercise participants were asked to respond to and discuss a number of questions about the right of access to a lawyer, the role of the lawyer, and the right to silence. The objectives of this exercise were to: (a) prompt participants to think about the meaning and implications of the right of access to a lawyer and the right to silence; (b) give the opportunity to participants to identify and explore the differences in perceptions of the two rights as between the police and lawyer participants; and (c) prompt participants to consider the extent to which it is legitimate, if at all, for the police to seek to undermine the two rights.

The second exercise took a different form in the pilot training in England and in the Netherlands. In England, the participants were first divided into the two professional groups, and asked to identify five reasons why a defence lawyer should be able to intervene in the course of a police interrogation, and to write these up on a wall poster so that they could be viewed by all participants. The participants were then provided with a transcript of an interrogation (taken from a case in respect of which the Court of Appeal of England and Wales determined the interrogation to have been oppressive), and were asked to identify whether and when they would have expected the lawyer to have intervened, the basis of any intervention, and how the interview should then have proceeded. The exercise in the Netherlands pilot was conducted along similar lines, but in this case participants were shown an audio-visual recording of an interrogation rather than being provided with a tran-

13 For further information on the research findings, see Blackstock et al. 2014, Chapter 8.
The objectives of this exercise were: (a) to prompt participants to consider in what circumstances a lawyer should be permitted to, and should, intervene in a police interrogation, and to compare the perceptions of the police and lawyers; (b) to explore participants’ perceptions of the legitimacy of police interrogation tactics; and (c) using an example from a real case, to explore the acceptable parameters of police interrogation methods, and of the legitimacy of interventions by lawyers.

4. Developing the Training Framework Syllabus

The pilot training days were evaluated by the participants, and also by the expert observers, and their evaluations have been taken into account in developing both the training framework generally, and the training syllabus in particular. Whilst the participants in the pilot training programme were enthusiastic about the benefits of the pilot training programme, including the value of joint training and cross-jurisdictional training, they were acutely aware of the constraints of time and resources in their organizations and, particularly in the case of lawyers, the constraints resulting from the structure of the legal profession and the financing of legal aid work. They were also conscious of the fact that whilst the pilot training was specifically concerned with the four rights which were the subject of the research project, in practice suspects’ procedural rights are likely to form part of training courses that have wider objectives.

The pilot training programme was, as noted earlier, based on preliminary analysis of the research data. Further analysis of the data has confirmed the importance of the issues covered in the pilot training, but it has also indicated a range of other training needs. The full training framework syllabus derived from the research is set out in section 4 below. The pilot training programme also enabled a number of different approaches to satisfying the training needs identified to be tested. The different training methods, together with feedback from the participants in the pilot training on those methods, are explored more fully in section 3 below, and are placed in the context of existing research evidence regarding training methodologies.
TRAINING APPROACHES: INDICATORS FOR SUCCESSFUL TRAINING

1. Introduction

The objectives of this section are to place the approaches used in the pilot training in a broader, more theoretical context, and to provide guidance on how they may be used in practice.

A systematic approach to understanding the effectiveness of different police training methods is still in its infancy. This is reflected in the American National Research Council’s Report on Fairness and Effectiveness in Policing,1 and in the call by the Campbell Collaboration for a systematic review of the impact of training programs in reducing the use of force by the police.2 The literature referred to in this section focuses on suspects’ rights and interrogation from a predominantly police perspective since research on the training of lawyers in this regard is almost non-existent. It also includes reference to wider literature since studies of police interrogation training are also relatively rare. Therefore, studies which offer an understanding of training approaches concerning the interviewing of children, and victims and witnesses, are included with a view to creating a baseline for developing a successful approach to training which is relevant to both police officers and lawyers.

The training methods used in the pilot training are described and analysed by reference to existing research evidence, and academic literature, on interrogation and to the feedback from participants and experts in the pilot training. Although the pilot training was not subjected to academically rigorous evaluation, it was possible to draw some broad conclusions from the feedback of participants and the expert observers.

It should be noted that, given the costs of training and follow-up, and resource constraints, a train-the-trainers strategy should be considered in respect of training

1 Skogan & Frydl 2004.
2 See <www.campbellcollaboration.org> (last visited 24 October 2013).
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regarding the procedural rights of suspects. Although we did not pilot it in our study, research on the training of clinicians found a train-the-trainers strategy was found to significantly improve the competence levels of participants compared to a standard training strategy.3

2. The Importance of Training

The need for training on procedural rights in the context of interrogation has been considered in a number of previous studies. Walsh and Milne examined the impact of the PEACE model of training4 on private fraud investigators and found that it led to some improvement in interrogation skills.5 The improvement occurred, in particular, in relation to the notification of rights given to suspects, since following their training most investigators used a memory-aid which helped to ensure that they complied with relevant legal requirements.6 With regard to overall performance, following training there were fewer legal breaches by investigators and coercive tactics were not used.7 However, Walsh and Milne found that PEACE training did not improve the professionalism of investigators more generally. In particular, the ‘explain and engage’ phase of the training was shown not to be effective. For example, only in a minority of interrogations was the administering of a caution validated, and the investigator rarely established the suspect’s understanding of the caution. This phase of the interrogation tended to be performed as a mechanical exercise rather than being a meaningful engagement with the suspect. The same was also found in respect of the decision of the suspect whether to seek legal assistance. In 30 per cent of cases where a suspect did not seek legal assistance, the investigator failed to explore the reasons why the suspect waived their right. Furthermore, the right to be informed about the accusation was also often violated, which followed from the failure of officers to adequately explain the purpose of the interrogation. These findings confirmed those in an earlier evaluation of PEACE training, which found that the performance of PEACE-trained officers did not significantly differ from that of police officers who had not received PEACE training.8

3 Martino et al. 2010.
4 The PEACE training model was developed in England and Wales following the implementation of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984, in order to train police officers in a new ethical approach to investigative interviewing. PEACE stands for Planning and preparation, Engage and explain, Account, Closure, and Evaluation. See, for example, Williamson, Milne & Savage 2009, Chapter 2.
5 Walsh & Milne 2008.
6 The memory aid consisted of a laminated written document detailing the suspect’s right. This supported earlier findings by Clarke & Milne 2001.
7 These findings were consistent with those reported in Bull & Soukara 2010.
8 Clarke, Milne & Bull 2011.
Walsh and Milne also found shortcomings in the planning of interrogations, which was directly related to the level of pre-interrogation disclosure provided by the police. Pre-interrogation disclosure has an impact on the ability of lawyers to communicate with and advise their client during the pre-interrogation consultation, yet the disclosure strategy adopted by police interrogators only took into account their own interrogation objectives. It is also worth noting that research has shown that the vast majority of police officers receive no training on how to interpret and use forensic evidence, which affects both interrogation planning and the conduct of interrogations.9

With regard to lawyers, research has found that the time taken by lawyers in consulting with their clients prior to interrogation is limited where they have not received specific training.10 Research has also shown that that the approach by police officers to conducting interrogations does not differ according to whether or not a lawyer is present,11 and has demonstrated the need for training in order that interventions by lawyers during police interrogation are effective.12 The significance of the training needs of lawyers in protecting the procedural rights of their clients takes on added significance given the imbalance in the amount of training between police officers and lawyers. Whilst in many jurisdictions police officers receive training on the interrogation of suspects, training for lawyers on their role in police interrogations is relatively rare.

Therefore, training for police officers and lawyers is needed to improve standards in respect of: (a) the effective notification of rights to ensure suspects are aware of and understand their rights; (b) pre-interview disclosure; and (c) the interrogation of suspects by the police, and the role of lawyers in police interrogations. Despite the concerns raised regarding the quality of interrogations of suspects, relatively little research has been carried out in relation to the content, structure and efficacy of such training.13 Research findings emphasize the need for training that goes beyond general principles, and engages trainees in exercises that are designed to improve their practice.

Pilot training: participants’ perspective

According to the participants, a rights-based approach, in which the focus is on the rights of the suspect and their experience of the arrest and detention process, provides an important counterweight to training that is directed at knowledge of the law and/or procedural compliance, and helps to develop an understanding and appreciation of the purpose of those rights. The participants informed us that whilst most receive training on the procedural aspects of police detention, and in particu-
lar all police officers are trained in how to conduct interrogations, they receive very little guidance on the rights of suspects.

3. **Training Effectiveness**

As explained in section 2.2 above, the pilot training was set up to test whether training is a relevant response to the identified training needs, to test different approaches to training, and to assess the utility of joint and cross-jurisdictional training. Here, we consider the latter two objectives, and in doing so we take into account the literature on interrogation training, as well as the perspectives of the participants in the pilot training. The participants confirmed that in their view, if training is to be effective, attention must be paid to the objectives of training in respect of any particular issue, so that the training methods adopted, and the use of joint training or cross-jurisdictional training, are appropriately aligned to the purpose of the training.

The development of the pilot training was based on a number of basic training principles, some of which have previously been tested in the context of police interrogation. In the remainder of this section, the most important basic principles are dealt with by reference to four themes: participants, content of the training, format of the training, and structure of the training.

3.1. **Participants**

With regard to the number and type of participants in training courses, several issues need to be addressed: group size, joint training, and cross-jurisdictional training.

*Group size*

Given the use of role-plays within skills training and the necessity of providing feedback, group size must be addressed. Research on the effects of group size on training in interrogation is scarce.\(^{14}\) However, the limited number of studies in this field show that small groups (up to eight participants) allow for more interaction between the trainer and trainees, which enables higher levels of training performance.

*Pilot training: participants' perspective*

Participants preferred to conduct role-plays and to provide, and be given, feedback in a small group rather than a large group since this facilitated communication.

\(^{14}\) Callahan, Kiker & Cross 2003.
Joint training

Literature on joint training in interrogation, in terms of both training practice and research, is limited. This is surprising giving the fact that various occupational groups such as police, lawyers, public prosecutors, interpreters, etc. are involved in the interrogation of suspects.

In training in negotiation skills, tasks are usually assigned to both sides of a negotiation dyad, and positive results on negotiation outcomes has been observed in integrative negotiations, where co-ordination and co-operation are, to a certain extent, required.\(^{15}\) Integrative negotiation refers to a negotiation strategy which is aimed at reaching the best possible deal for both sides. Hence, it can be called a win-win negotiation which, whilst both parties may have divergent interests and may be reluctant to co-operate, requires mutual information exchange. Both parties thus have incentives both to co-operate and to compete. This description of negotiation can also be applied to the interrogation of suspects, where the police on the one hand, and the suspect and their lawyer on the other hand, have competing interests but also need to co-operate.

One study of joint training concerned criminal justice and mental health professionals.\(^{16}\) Relations between these two groups can be problematic, but effective screening of mentally-ill defendants requires co-operation between them. The study found that both groups of professionals were in favour of joint training. The authors of the study suggested, as a starting point for joint training, that similarities in values between the two professional cultures, as well as common concerns, should be addressed.

In relation to police interrogation, both police officers and lawyers have responsibilities with regard to the notification and protection of suspect’s procedural rights. Both studies suggest that joint training concerning the approach to interrogation could be productive.

Pilot training: participants’ perspective

Participants agreed that joint training for police officers and lawyers could help to develop a mutual understanding of their respective roles and, whilst role-conflicts and professional tensions may be inherent, could enable such conflicts and tensions to be dealt with more constructively. One expert in Bristol observed that skills-based training of the kind offered in the pilot was very expensive to facilitate, but that the costs could be reduced through joint training. No participant had previously taken part in joint training and most found it a helpful exercise in developing greater familiarity with, and respect for, the professional role that the other had to undertake. Some suggested the value of an ice-breaker session to foster open communication between the two professions.

\(^{15}\) Zerres et al. 2013.

\(^{16}\) Hean et al. 2011.
If mutual understanding is to be improved, exploration of the respective roles of police officers and lawyers should be in-depth, and conducted in an environment where open discussion and analysis between the two groups is possible. This is particularly relevant in a period of transition, for example, following the introduction of the right of access to a lawyer in police interrogations in countries such as Scotland, Belgium, France and the Netherlands. Some participants considered it necessary to hold at least introductory knowledge-based training within each professional group prior to more skills-based joint training, since this would allow for initial exploration of the regulatory framework in a way that was directly relevant to those undergoing training. Participants suggested that other relevant criminal justice personnel, such as public prosecutors, should also be involved in joint training since currently their training focuses on the law rather than on, for example, the skills needed to effectively communicate rights to suspects.

Cross-jurisdictional training

Existing literature on interrogation does not address cross-jurisdictional training. Not only is there a variety of legislative frameworks across different jurisdictions, but the underlying legal traditions are also significantly different. In the context of the EU principle of mutual recognition, and the legislation under the Roadmap of procedural rights, cross-jurisdictional training is becoming increasingly important.

Pilot training: participants’ perspective

Training that involves participants from different jurisdictions can be useful in developing mutual understanding, in enabling participants to reflect on their own practice and procedures, and in promoting best-practice. However, it is necessary to seek jurisdictions where there is some similarity in the procedure and professional culture, or to at least bear significant differences in mind in the development of training exercises, as otherwise the practical benefit of discussing the delivery of rights in widely differing contexts may be weakened. It was observed that cross-jurisdictional training on the implementation of the EU directives would enable an exchange of views on practical problems and best practice solutions, which are likely to be common to all Member States. This could then be followed up by more in-depth national training that focuses on national procedures.

3.2. Content

The provision of exemplars of good practice is considered to be a key factor in successful training.\footnote{Powell & Steinberg 2012.} By means of a modelling process, one study found that even in the case of older police officers (defined in the study as those over 40 years), their
performance significantly improved when they were offered the opportunity to observe ‘good’ performances by others.18

Pilot training: participants’ perspective

Participants thought that the use of different types of exercise was helpful in revealing the impact of procedures upon suspects. In particular they found the use of real transcript material in Bristol, and real or simulated video material in the Netherlands, in the session on police interrogations was an interesting and useful approach which highlighted how interrogation techniques affected the suspect. However, participants emphasized the importance of such material reflecting ‘normal’, commonly encountered, situations. Interestingly, in both pilot training days, police officers intervened before lawyers did to identify where undue pressure was being placed on the suspect. This demonstrated how lawyers receive far less training on how to assess the application of pressure and other interrogation techniques used by the police, as well as how to respond to them.

The police participants felt that the interview transcript used in Bristol involved circumstances that were too exceptional, and that a case involving a less obvious application of pressure would be preferable in order to enable participants to appreciate the impact on suspects of more subtle forms of pressure. They also felt that an audio or visual recording would have been easier to engage with, enabling them to see and/or hear the emotional responses of the suspect. It was also observed that the training material should reflect the kinds of crimes officers taking part in the training actually encounter; exercises involving serious crimes would not be appropriate for non-specialist police officers.

3.3. Format

It is commonly accepted that hands-on exercises, and immediate feedback, are crucial for training to be successful.19 Therefore, training programmes should include sufficient practical exercises together with a facility for feedback to be given.

Role-plays

Role-play constitutes one of the least expensive forms of incorporating practical exercises into training. Many training programmes systematically rely on role-play exercises that are designed to consolidate learning.20 Police officers who have taken part in training involving role-play reported that the technique was the most useful

18 Callahan, Kiker & Cross 2003.
19 Powell, 2002; Warren et al. 1999.
20 Lamb et al. 2000.
element in the training, although they often did have some initial apprehensions about engaging in simulated exercises.

One important consideration in designing role-play exercises is whether those taking part should consist only of participants in the training, or whether one party should be played by a non-participant. Powell has suggested that role-play exercises in which participants are required to act the parts of interviewer and interviewee are less effective than role-play exercises in which actors or researchers play the role of the interviewee. A further variable is whether the actor receives training in the role that they play. Research on training in the interviewing of children has demonstrated that role-play exercises where the interviewee is played by an actor who has been trained to play the role of the child is more effective than exercises using untrained actors.

The question of whether role-play exercises prompt authentic interactions was examined by Stokoe. This study demonstrated that whilst police officers commenced role-play interrogations and real interrogations in a similar way, for example, by identifying the persons present, the interactions in role-play interrogations were more elaborate or exaggerated in comparison to real life practice. With regard to notification of the right of access to a lawyer, the process took longer in role-plays compared to real interrogations, because in the former officers asked the suspect about their understanding of the right, which officers did not do in real interrogations. Stokoe’s research also found that where actors played the part of the suspect, they sometimes confronted the police officers with scenarios that were unlikely to occur in real interviews.

Therefore, the evidence suggests that role-play can be a useful training technique, but that consideration must be given to whether actors should be used, to whether they should receive training in the role they are to play, and also to trying to ensure that interviewee’s reactions reflect ‘real-life’ encounters. It also suggests that consideration should be given to other techniques designed to improve skills, such as using audio-visual recordings of real suspect interrogations. Studies of training using this technique have shown that they can contribute to significant improvement in performance.

Pilot training: participants’ perspective

The participants and experts emphasized that training which involves the practical application of legal and professional obligations and responsibilities enables police
officers and lawyers to develop their skills so that they are more effective. They found the role-play exercises to be the most valuable method of demonstrating the issues that we sought to highlight, because the impact was felt by them directly rather than through the analysis of a written or visually recorded example. For example, in Bristol, the exercise which involved a police officer playing the part of a lawyer in consultation with a client, followed by a lawyer playing the part of the lawyer, was particularly well received as it clearly demonstrated good and bad practice. Furthermore, by linking this exercise to the previous disclosure decisions made by police officer participants, it enabled the officers to understand the difficulties experienced by lawyers who had been given little information in advising clients. It demonstrated to the police officers that a lawyer with little information may well feel that they have little alternative but to advise their client to remain silent, whereas a lawyer with full disclosure could properly explore the case with the suspect, test their account and, where appropriate, advise them to give an account during the interrogation. Officers were, therefore, more aware of the impact of their disclosure decisions, which led them to re-evaluate their approach to disclosure.

With regard to the format of the role-play exercises, some participants suggested that they should be conducted in a separate room, with the other participants observing via CCTV. This, they believed, would enhance the quality and credibility of the role-play by increasing the ‘intimacy’ of the interaction. Some participants also thought that using actors to play the part of the suspect would enhance this. The exercise also highlighted the need to provide detailed and realistic instructions to the participants, in order for them to fully engage in the process. Where time allows, instructions affording different outcomes are also useful to explore in more depth the impact of a particular technique.

Feedback

It is commonly recognized that expert feedback, that is, feedback from people who are experts in the subject or skill concerned, is a core element of successful training programmes.28 Research on training regarding the interviewing of victims found that post-training expert feedback significantly increased the quality of subsequent interviews.29

A second form of feedback is that provided by peers. In clinical training, group feedback was found to be an effective mechanism which enabled trainees to learn from their peers.30 Participation in group feedback encourages a culture of critical reflection on colleagues’ performance (as well as the trainee’s own performance), and also helps to develop the skill of providing constructive feedback to colleagues. The findings of research on the effectiveness of individual versus collective

---

28 Powell & Steinberg 2012.
29 Cyr et al. 2012.
feedback in role-play exercises and ‘real interview’ exercises are rather equivocal. Some studies report a small but positive effect from individual feedback,\textsuperscript{31} whereas others did not find significant differences between individual and group feedback.\textsuperscript{32} Since collective feedback is less time-consuming and resource-intensive than individual feedback, a collective feedback technique is appropriate for training police officers and lawyers. However, in order to enhance its effectiveness, collective feedback requires some instructions for the participants in order to ensure that they both provide and receive feedback in a constructive manner.

\textit{Pilot training: participants’ perspective}

Participants emphasized the need for sufficient time to be given in the training programme to allow thorough, detailed, feedback to be given. The experts also observed that where group participants are watching a role-play exercise, it would be helpful to give observers instructions that frame what they should be identifying and analysing.

3.4. \textit{Structure of Training}

With regard to the structure of training programmes, two interconnected elements are identified in the literature: the distribution of training over time, and follow-up supervision.

\textit{Distribution of training over time}

One of the main factors that distinguishes effective training programmes from those that are ineffective is the distribution of training over time; that is, training programmes in which the primary training event is supplemented by further training events such as refresher training and/or by incorporating training into subsequent practice.\textsuperscript{33} Unfortunately, as with the techniques of providing exemplars of good practice and expert feedback (two other core elements of effective training) this element is often missing in current training programs.\textsuperscript{34} Research has found that where these elements are not incorporated into a training programme, the effectiveness of training declines.\textsuperscript{35} If a training program is to result in positive change in

\textsuperscript{31} Dommicent \textit{et al.} 2008; Smets 2012.
\textsuperscript{32} Lamb \textit{et al.} 2000. However, it should be noted that the experimental group (individual feedback) and the control group (no individual feedback) could not be directly compared because the experimental group was trained in interviewing victims whereas the control group received training in interviewing suspects.
\textsuperscript{33} Powell, Fisher & Wright 2005.
\textsuperscript{34} Powell & Steinberg 2012; Snook \textit{et al.} 2012.
\textsuperscript{35} Powell, Fisher, & Hughes-Scholes 2008.
behaviour and skills, the distribution of training over time is necessary. This can be in the form of refresher training and/or appropriate supervision.

Follow-up supervision

Research consistently demonstrates the importance of intensive training, followed by supervision that is incorporated into practice, in achieving successful and sustained improvement. Research on the process of notification of rights to suspects by the police has demonstrated the benefits of appropriate supervision following training. A workplace supervision strategy was found to be positively related to improved performance in the ‘engage and explain’ phases of PEACE model of interrogation. Moreover, supervision also ‘appeared to provide some safeguards for suspects who did not have a legal advisor’. However, the cost and resources involved in workplace supervision mean that in practice training programmes often omit this element.

Despite the cost and resource implications of follow-up supervision, a strategy of providing expert feedback at the initial training event, together with follow-up supervision, has been recommended as an effective method for securing sustainable changes in attitudes and improvement in skills. This was echoed by the participants in the pilot training. However, if supervision is to be effective, it must be embedded in the organization concerned: it requires high level institutional commitment, including: identification of who is to conduct supervision; the provision of training for supervisors; and building supervision into supervisors’ job descriptions and the allocation of necessary time and resources for supervision to be carried out.

It is recommended that a supervision and follow-up strategy is developed for both police and lawyer training.

4. Conclusions

The research on the procedural rights of suspects in police detention, reported in Inside police custody: An empirical account of suspects’ rights in four jurisdictions, identified the need for training as a crucial element in ensuring that the procedural rights set out in the EU Directives are effective in practice. Some of the needs identified, such as those concerning the right to interpretation and translation, the notification of rights to the suspect, the pre-interview disclosure of evidence, the format of consultation between lawyer and client, the role of the lawyer during interrogation

36 Powell & Steinberg 2012.
37 See e.g. Clarke, Milne & Bull 2011; Crawshaw, Devlin & Williamson 1998; Rischke, Roberts & Price 2011; Snook et al. 2012.
38 Vanderhallen et al. 2013.
39 Clarke, Milne & Bull 2011.
40 Lamb et al. 2002; Powell, Fisher & Wright 2005.
41 See e.g. Clarke, Milne, & Bull 2011; Crawshaw, Devlin, & Williamson 1998; Powell, Fisher & Wright 2005; Price & Roberts, 2011.
and the right to silence, were addressed in a pilot training held in England and the Netherlands. Some of the mechanisms for delivering effective training that have been identified in this training framework – for example, expert feedback, refresher training and follow-up supervision – may, in view of their resource and organizational implications, be difficult to achieve especially for small-scale organizations such as many law firms. However, the training framework provides examples of a number of training strategies that can be incorporated into existing training programmes, or which may form the basis of new training programmes designed to give effect to the EU Directives. These include training-the-trainer, joint training and cross-jurisdictional training approaches. With regard to the content and format of training, role-play can be an effective technique although ideally it should be conducted using actors, and supplemented with discussion of ‘real life’ interrogations during subsequent supervision sessions.

42 See Powell 2002.
43 Future research in this field should focus on providing a more precise understanding of the barriers to effective implementation of suspects’ procedural rights, from the perspective of both police officers and lawyers, and of the types of training strategies that are both effective in overcoming those barriers and are cost-efficient. See Powell & Steinberg 2012.
THE TRAINING SYLLABUS

1. Introduction to Syllabus

This syllabus aims to complement training programmes for police officers and lawyers in police custody procedures. It is not intended to be prescriptive nor to provide a stand-alone training module. Rather, it is offered as a resource which can be used in, and incorporated into, training programmes designed to improve the knowledge and skills of police officers and lawyers who deal with suspects in police detention. Each of the rights identified provides an important safeguard for suspects during the detention stage and the syllabus should therefore be considered as a whole, rather than priority being given to particular rights to the exclusion of others. The syllabus identifies elements for police officers and lawyers to consider in the exercise of their roles during police detention, providing practical examples or explanations where these are considered helpful.

The training syllabus has been compiled using the data gathered during the course of the Inside Police Custody research. It should be read in conjunction with the research findings and conclusions, which identify the issues and problems in implementing the rights of suspects in police detention, and which explain why a training need has been identified.

The syllabus is organized around, and informed by, the four procedural safeguards covered by the EU Directives enacted in accordance with the EU Roadmap for strengthening procedural rights of suspected or accused persons in criminal proceedings: the right to interpretation and translation, the right to information, the right of access to a lawyer, and the right to silence. Whilst the Directives will require most, if not all, Member States to change their laws and regulations to a

1 Blackstock et al. 2014.
2 Resolution of the Council of 30 November 2009 on a Roadmap for strengthening procedural rights of suspected or accused persons in criminal proceedings O.J. 4.12.2009 (C 295), 1, and see section 1 above.
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greater or lesser extent, the areas suggested for training could be introduced irrespective of the need for legal changes since they focus on the necessary knowledge and skills of individual criminal justice practitioners.

The training mechanisms used to deliver the syllabus will be instrumental in its effectiveness; as illustrated in sections 2 and 3, there are a number of approaches that can be adopted, such as group discussion, role-plays, case examples, and observational exercises. Providing joint and cross-jurisdictional training can also enhance the understanding of rights.

The objective of the training syllabus is to establish a familiarity amongst police officers and lawyers with procedural safeguards in the fulfilment of their roles during police detention, so that rights delivery becomes an accepted procedural practice. Moreover, the suggested syllabus aims to ensure that procedural rights are delivered effectively, so that suspects may exercise, and receive the benefit of, their rights. In particular, the syllabus envisages a fully informed notification procedure, verification of understanding by suspects, and an enhanced role for lawyers in the protection of suspects’ interests during the police investigative stage.

2. Vulnerable Suspects

*Inside Police Custody* did not focus on the rights of vulnerable suspects as a distinct right. Nevertheless, the impact of police detention upon children and other vulnerable suspects was observed during the research. Each element of the syllabus below must be delivered with greater care and attention when a vulnerable suspect is taken into detention. Consideration must be given as early as possible to whether the suspect should, or may be, assisted by another person, such as an appropriate adult, who would be able to aid their level of understanding, their ability to communicate, and their ability to exercise their rights. More attention may need to be given to the notification of rights so that vulnerable suspects understand them, and more time may be needed to enable vulnerable suspects to decide whether to exercise their rights, for consultation with a lawyer, and for the interrogation process. In particular, the approach to interrogation with vulnerable suspects may need careful consideration so as to ensure questions are not confusing, misleading or oppressive.

3. Syllabus

3.1. Right to Interpretation and Translation

*Scope of the right*

The EU Directive on the right to interpretation and translation requires Member States to ensure that a procedure or mechanism is in place to ascertain, without delay, whether a suspect speaks and understands the language of the proceedings and whether they need the assistance of an interpreter. The right applies during
police questioning, and for the purposes of communication with the suspect’s lawyer in connection with any questioning or hearing, or for making other procedural applications. The right extends to appropriate assistance for hearing or speech impaired suspects. With respect to translation, all essential documents must be translated within a reasonable period of time. The relevant documents are: a decision depriving the suspect of their liberty; a charge or indictment; and such materials as are relevant for the person to have knowledge of the case against them. The interpretation and translation must be of sufficient quality to safeguard the fairness of the proceedings. The suspect may, however, submit a reasoned request for additional documents to be translated. A procedure must be in place to challenge a decision not to allow interpretation or translation of a document, or to complain about the quality of the translation. Legal professionals must also be trained in the process of communication with interpreters so as to ensure efficient and effective communication.

**Police Training Elements**

- Assessing the need for interpretation and/or translation from the point of arrest (for example, using telephone interpretation at the scene and organizing an interpreter for arrival at the police station and/or interrogation).
- Understanding of the enhanced vulnerability of suspects during detention where they cannot speak the language, and of the need to facilitate proper communication.
- Acknowledging that the role of the police officer is distinct from that of an interpreter, and that police officers should only converse in the foreign language if they are fluent in the legal terminology of that language (taking into account the fact that trying to communicate in another language may diminish their ability to carry out their professional duties), and not for formal procedures such as the delivery of rights or interrogation.
- Verifying accreditation of interpreters and identifying poor quality interpretation, and the need to replace the interpreter where necessary.
- Assessing the need for multiple interpreters in multiple suspect cases, to maintain confidentiality.
- Verifying that a lawyer conversing in the foreign language has sufficient skill where the lawyer opts to speak that language, and engagement of an interpreter where necessary.
- Facilitating the efficient provision of interpretation where the need is identified, to ensure that the suspect is able to follow all communications regarding their treatment during the detention and investigation.
- Arranging face-to-face rather than remote interpretation as standard practice, unless there is urgency, in order to enable effective communication.
Lawyer Training Elements

- Understanding of the enhanced vulnerability of suspects during detention where they cannot speak the language, and of the need to facilitate proper communication.

- Acknowledgement that the role of a lawyer is distinct from that of an interpreter and that lawyers should only converse in the foreign language if they are fluent in the legal terminology of that language (taking into account the fact that trying to communicate in another language may diminish their ability to carry out their professional duties), and not during lawyer-client consultation.

- Challenging the decision of police officers to communicate in the suspect’s language, and engaging an interpreter where necessary.

- Verifying accreditation of interpreters and identifying poor quality interpretation, and the need to replace the interpreter where necessary.

- Assessing the need for separate interpretation for lawyer-client consultations on a case-by-case basis, to protect confidentiality (for example, where there are multiple suspects, or particularly emotive circumstances in the case).

- Facilitating efficient provision of interpretation where the need is identified, to ensure that the suspect is able to follow all communications regarding their treatment during the detention and investigation.

- Demanding face-to-face interpretation rather than remote interpretation where this is necessary to enable effective communication.

3.2. Right to Information

Scope of right

The EU directive on the right to information contains three aspects. Firstly, all suspects must be promptly provided with information concerning at least the following rights, as they apply under national law: access to a lawyer, advice free of charge, information about the accusation, interpretation and translation, and the right to silence. The information must be provided either orally or in writing and in simple and accessible language, taking into account any particular need of vulnerable suspects. A suspect must additionally be promptly provided with a written letter of rights setting out the rights detailed above, which they must be entitled to keep throughout detention. Further information concerning additional rights whilst detained must also be recorded in the letter of rights (as they apply under national law): access to the materials in the case; contact with consular officials and a third person; urgent medical assistance; how long the deprivation of liberty can last; and the ability to challenge detention. The letter must be available in a language which the person understands. Where this is not available, the rights must be explained through an interpreter and a letter of rights provided without undue delay. A letter of rights must also be provided in European Arrest Warrant cases.
Secondly, information about the criminal act suspected must be promptly provided and in such detail as is necessary to safeguard the fairness of the proceedings and to enable the effective exercise of the person's right of defence. During initial detention the suspect must be informed of the reasons for arrest including the criminal act they are suspected of committing.

Thirdly, access must be given to materials free of charge. Where a person is arrested or detained, Member States must ensure that the documents related to the case in the possession of the prosecuting authorities are made available to the suspect. The relevant documents are those essential to enable effective challenge the detention in accordance with national law. More generally, access must be granted to all material evidence in the possession of the prosecution for or against the suspect in order to safeguard the fairness of the proceedings and in due time to allow an effective defence. The disclosure obligation is limited where to provide it might lead to serious risk to life, the fundamental rights of another person, or if it is strictly necessary to safeguard an important public interest, such as prejudicing an ongoing investigation, or where it may seriously harm national security. Nevertheless, limiting access to material must not prejudice the right to a fair trial. The decision to limit disclosure must either be taken by a judge or be subject to judicial review. The suspect may challenge the failure to provide information.

**Police Training Elements**

- Understanding the importance of notifying suspects of their rights, at the earliest stage, and throughout the relevant stages of detention in order that those rights may be exercised.

- Taking the time to explain the rights to suspects in a way that they can understand, according to their personal characteristics and needs (identifying a vulnerability; ensuring a repeat offender is still properly informed of their rights, akin to the in-flight safety protocol adopted by commercial airlines), avoiding routinely providing standardized information, and verifying that they understand those rights by way of an effective mechanism; providing a letter of rights; and using any other written aids to assist in explaining the rights (it is not enough to simply ask if a suspect understands: for example, asking the suspect to repeat back the right and asking them why they wish to waive a right is good practice).

- Ensuring that the letter of rights and other required written information is disseminated to suspects in all cases.

- Explaining the right of access to a lawyer as a positive rather than negative right (for example, a lawyer will assist the suspect, not simply slow down the process) and providing sufficient information about the right for the suspect to make an informed decision.

- Affording the suspect sufficient time and assistance (through written aids, appropriate adult, interpreter or the officer’s knowledge) to exercise their rights in an informed manner.
- Considering the amount of information to be provided to the suspect and their lawyer about why the suspect has been arrested and detained; and understanding how providing this information may further rather than hinder the investigation (for example, providing only very basic information about the suspected offence that has been committed is likely to result in the suspect exercising the right to silence; whereas providing some information about the evidence the police have of the suspect’s involvement may result in the suspect providing an explanation that furthers the investigation).

**Lawyer Training Elements**

- Ascertaining whether the suspect has been informed of their rights by the police and repeating the notification.
- Explaining the rights to suspects in a way that they can understand, according to their personal characteristics (identifying a vulnerability; ensuring a repeat offender is still properly informed of their rights, akin to the in-flight safety protocol adopted by commercial airlines), and verifying that they understand those rights by way of an effective mechanism (it is not enough to simply ask if a suspect understands: for example, asking the suspect to repeat back the right or asking them why they wish to waive a right is good practice).
- Seeking information from the police about the suspected offence and negotiating sufficient information to enable the lawyer to advise the suspect as to their defence, the defence strategy, and the strategy in interrogation.

### 3.3. Right of Access to a Lawyer

**Scope of right**

The EU Directive on the right of access to a lawyer requires that suspects have the right of access to a lawyer in such a time and manner so as to allow the suspect to exercise their rights of defence practically and effectively. They must be entitled to have access to a lawyer without undue delay and in particular from the deprivation of their liberty, and before they are questioned. The suspect has the right to meet in private, and confidentially communicate, with their lawyer. Where the suspect requests it, their lawyer can be present and participate effectively during questioning. Such participation shall be in accordance with procedures in national law, provided these procedures do not prejudice the effective exercise and essence of the right. The lawyer must also be entitled to attend investigatge and evidence-gathering acts with the suspect such as identity parades, confrontations and experimental reconstructions of the scene of crime. Member States must make the necessary arrangements to ensure that suspects or those deprived of their liberty are in a position to effectively exercise their right of access to a lawyer and shall endeavour to make general information available to facilitate access. Certain limited derogations apply to the right in exceptional circumstances. In order to waive the right, the suspect
must have been provided, orally or in writing, with clear and sufficient information in simple and understandable language about the content of the right and the possible consequences of waiver. The waiver must be given voluntarily and unequivocally, and may be revoked at any time.

**Police Training Elements**

- Understanding the importance of notifying suspects of their right to a lawyer, at the earliest stage, and throughout the relevant stages of detention in order that the right may be exercised (*in that the suspect will have to make decisions about the case against them from the moment that they are arrested, and a lawyer can help them decide their defence strategy*).
- Understanding the role of the defence lawyer at the police station and their value to the suspect (*for example that a lawyer does not simply delay progress of the investigation*), and in particular during interrogations.
- Facilitating the lawyer’s role – providing sufficient information to enable the lawyer to advise the suspect effectively; affording sufficient time for consultation between the suspect and their lawyer; allowing the lawyer to intervene where appropriate during interrogation (*which may involve reminding the suspect of their right to silence, and objecting where inappropriate or oppressive questioning, or undue pressure, is used*); affording the opportunity to lawyers to make representations regarding release from detention and charge, or in relation to any other procedure in the police station where the suspect may be adversely affected (*such as identification parades*).

**Lawyer Training Elements**

- Understanding the role of the lawyer and the significance of legal advice and assistance during police detention at each stage (*advice, interrogation, other investigative acts, decision as to charge and as to release*).
- Understanding the needs of suspects and any vulnerability (*for example, the knowledge, demands and support needs of repeat or new suspects may differ; the impact of the desire for release upon the suspect’s decision-making; and the suspect’s ability to articulate their circumstances*), and the need to test the suspect’s account and to discuss the implications of this in order to determine an appropriate defence, and interrogation, strategy.
- Enhancing the ability of the lawyer to effectively carry out their role: the timely provision of legal advice and assistance; the importance of advising in person; making the decision whether to attend interrogations; negotiating disclosure; ensuring confidentiality.
- Making effective use of the lawyer-consultation, particularly where time-limited – introducing and explaining their (independent and confidential) role; obtaining instructions; and advising on law and procedure.
- Considering the implications of procedural errors by police, and whether the lawyer should intervene.
- Developing skills related to advising during, and intervening in, interrogations (including identifying unfair, unlawful, or inappropriate questioning by police) and developing the role of the lawyer as an active defender rather than a passive observer.

3.4. **Right to Silence**

**Scope of right**

The EU Directive on the right to information requires that a suspect be notified of the right to silence promptly, but does not specifically require that the suspect be given notice, or be reminded, of the right to silence at the commencement of an interrogation. European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) case-law, on the other hand, requires that notification of the right to silence be given when the right arises. There is no uniform set of words in the Directive or ECtHR case-law as to how the right must be delivered or whether it may be qualified. Nevertheless, the right is recognized as significant in ensuring the right to a fair trial, and breach of the right has resulted in findings by the ECtHR that the right to a fair trial has been violated.

**Police Training Elements**

- Understanding the importance of the right to silence and the presumption of innocence to the suspect and of its impact upon the proceedings.
- Conducting interrogations in a way that does not undermine, or seek to undermine, the right to silence (for example, respecting the exercise of the right by not repeatedly asking the same question, and not seeking to undermine the value of the right to silence by suggesting that its exercise will have adverse consequences for the suspect).
- Dealing appropriately with repeat suspects by ensuring that they are effectively notified of their rights.

**Lawyer Training Elements**

- Understanding the value of the right to silence as a safeguard, and the procedural impact of exercising or not exercising it.
- Understanding the difficulty for suspects of maintaining silence in the face of questioning and intervening as appropriate to protect the exercise of the right.
- Using the right to silence as a negotiation tool in order to obtain sufficient disclosure from the police to enable appropriate advice to be given to the suspect as to: the interrogation strategy; the prospects of pre-trial release; and the availability of an out-of-court disposal.
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OVERVIEW ANNEXES PILOT TRAINING MATERIALS

1. Aims of the training day
2. Information for delegates
3. Information for expert group
4. Training day programme – England
5. Training materials – England (with alternatives for the Netherlands in parentheses)
ANNEX 1: AIMS OF THE TRAINING DAY

The organizations identified above are conducting a research project in four European jurisdictions examining four key procedural rights of suspects in police custody: the right to interpretation and translation; the right to information; the right of access to a lawyer; and the right to silence. An important part of the project is the production of training guidance designed for police and lawyer trainers – which uses the findings of the research to identify the areas whereby the problems in implementing the four rights may be improved by training. The training programme will be published and available across all 27 Member States of the EU.

During the training day we will present the findings of the research that have implications for training, conduct some exercises for participants to develop the best ways of providing training solutions to real practical problems, and give participants the opportunity to evaluate the various approaches. We will, in particular, cover: (1) arrival at the station, ‘booking in’, and informing suspects of their rights; (2) disclosure and consultation; and (3) interrogation.

The aims of the training day are as follows. (1) Delegates will have the opportunity to hear about how processes and problems that they encounter are dealt with in different jurisdictions and also understand the different perspectives between police and lawyers in the delivery of suspects’ rights. (2) Delegates will participate in developing practical approaches to training in respect of the four rights. (3) Dele-
Annex 1

gates will be helping to develop a major training programme that will be used by police forces and defence lawyers across the EU.

Funded by the European Community  JJUST/2010/JPEN/AG/578 30-CE-0420507/00-12
We are conducting a research project, funded by the European Union (EU), which is intended to contribute to the successful implementation of EU legislation on the procedural rights of suspects in police custody. The project is led by Maastricht University in the Netherlands, together with Avon and Somerset Constabulary, the Universities of Warwick and the West of England, and JUSTICE and the OSJI.

The objective of the research is to examine, in four jurisdictions – England and Wales, Scotland, the Netherlands, and France – the practical application of four rights on which the EU is legislating: the right to interpretation and translation; the right to information; the right of access to a lawyer; and the right to silence. The Directive on the right to interpretation and translation must be implemented in all Member States by October 2013, the Directive on the right to information in criminal proceedings must be implemented by June 2014, and the Directive on the right of access to a lawyer must be implemented by 2016. The EU is currently considering what action to take, if any, concerning the right to silence. The EU legislation will have a direct impact on the work of both the police and defence lawyers.

An important part of the project is the production of training guidance designed for police and lawyer trainers – which uses the findings of the research to identify the areas whereby the problems in implementing the four rights may be improved by training. The training programme will be published and available across all 27 Member States of the EU.

In order to help us develop the training guidance, and to make it relevant to the needs of the police and defence lawyers across the EU, we are organizing two one-day events – one in Bristol, and the other in Maastricht. For the Bristol event we are inviting up to 10 police officers and 10 defence lawyers (5 from each jurisdiction). We are also inviting 5 experts to observe and offer their views.

During the day we will present the findings of the research that have implications for training, conduct some exercises for participants to develop the best ways of providing training solutions to real practical problems, and give participants the opportunity to evaluate the various approaches. We will, in particular, cover: (1) arrival at the station, ‘booking in’, and informing suspects of their rights; (2) disclosure and consultation; and (3) interrogation.

What will participants get out of it? First, they will have the opportunity to hear about how processes and problems that they encounter are dealt with in different jurisdictions and also understand the different perspectives between police and lawyers in the delivery of suspects’ rights. Second, they will participate in devel
oping practical approaches to training in respect of the four rights. And third, they will be helping to develop a major training programme that will be used by police forces and defence lawyers across the EU.
ANNEX 3: INFORMATION FOR EXPERT GROUP

The research project is briefly explained in the Information for Delegates. An important part of the project is the production of training guidance designed for police and lawyer trainers – which uses the findings of the research to identify the areas whereby the problems in implementing the four rights may be improved by training. The training programme will be published and available across all 27 Member States of the EU.

In order to help us develop the training guidance, and to make it relevant to the needs of the police and defence lawyers across the EU, we are organizing two one-day events – one in Bristol, and the other in Maastricht. For the Bristol event we are inviting up to 10 police officers and 10 defence lawyers (5 from each jurisdiction). We are also inviting 5 experts to observe and offer their views.

During the day we will present the findings of the research that have implications for training, conduct some exercises for participants to develop the best ways of providing training solutions to real practical problems, and give participants the opportunity to evaluate the various approaches. We will, in particular, cover: (1) arrival at the station, ‘booking in’, and informing suspects of their rights; (2) disclosure and consultation; and (3) interrogation.

The purpose of having expert observers is to help us devise the most appropriate guidance for police and lawyer trainers. We are asking the expert group to observe Sessions 1 to 3, rather than to participate in them, and using your own experience to assess whether the types of exercises involved are appropriate for wider use across the EU. It is important to note that the training day will only cover some of the areas covered by, and the issues raised by, the research, and that the training guidance that we devise will also cover other issues.

We will ask the expert group to contribute to the evaluation session for all participants, and also to contribute to the final evaluation session.
ANNEX 4: PROGRAMME OF THE TRAINING DAY

‘Inside Police Custody: 
Mechanisms for delivering procedural safeguards to suspects’

Training Day Bristol Thursday 18 April 2013*

Programme

10.00 – 10.15 Introduction to the research
10.15 – 11.30 Session 1: Arrival at the police station: Identification of vulnerabilities, and Notification of rights
11.30 – 11.45 Break
11.45 – 01.00 Session 2: Disclosure and consultation
01.00 – 01.45 Lunch
01.45 – 03.00 Session 3: Right to silence and interrogation
03.00 – 03.45 Evaluation of training approaches by participants
03.45 – 04.00 Break
04.00 – 04.30 Evaluation by expert group

Each session will commence with an outline of the research findings relating to the subject of the session.

* The different exercises conducted in the Netherlands are identified within this example programme in parentheses.

Funded by the European Community JJUST/2010/JPEN/AG/AS78 30-CE-0420S07/00-12
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ANNEX 5: TRAINING MATERIALS

Session 1: Arrival at the police station

1. Programme (10:15 – 11:30)

10:15 – 10:35: Explanation of research findings right to translation and interpretation (PowerPoint presentation)
10:35 – 10:45: Research findings on notification of rights
10:45 – 11:15: 2 times role play (2 x 10’ role play + 10’ feedback in small groups on the two role plays)
11:15 – 11:30: Group feedback by pilot trainers (based upon observations in small groups) supplemented by remarks from participants.

2. Round table discussion (integrated in PowerPoint presentation: interactive presentation of research findings)

Questions to be presented to the participants:
1. If the suspect does not understand English/Dutch, a language identification card can be used. Are you familiar with these cards? What do you think of them? How would you deal with illiterate people?
2. If the suspect has some knowledge of the language, how do you decide whether he/she has sufficient knowledge to be interrogated.
3. What extra precautions should be taken in the case of minors, people with mental disabilities, etc. Should an interpreter be allocated in any case of non-native speakers when they have an additional vulnerability?

Objectives:
- To prompt participants to think about how to identify the need for translation and interpretation and to create awareness of the pitfalls.
- To prompt participants to think about the purpose of the right to translation and interpretation (a right of the suspect rather than an aid to the police).

3. Role play

Organisation of the exercise:
Participants will be divided into small groups of 3-4 participants (mixed groups: lawyers and police). An expert will observe one of the groups.
Within these small groups two of the participants will act as a police officer and notify the suspect of his/her rights. The notification will take place according to the participants’ national legislation.
The role of the suspect will be played by law students who will be provided with a scenario.

Participants will receive minimal information about the crime: burglary, yesterday (17 or 22 April) in Bristol/Maastricht. The suspect is brought to the police station by some colleagues who picked him up at home in the morning after a statement was taken from a witness.

Each role play takes 10 minutes at the most. The second role play starts immediately after the first, and feedback on both role plays will be provided afterwards. As an observer, participants are required to take notes in order to provide precise feedback.

Scenario:
Students are provided with two scenarios:
Scenario 1: a vulnerable person who doesn’t understand the legal language (low IQ).
Scenario 2: a regular suspect who wants to skip the notification.
Feedback in small groups proceeds as follows: the role players (police officer and suspect) explain their experience. Additionally, observers will point out strengths and weaknesses, referring to examples.

Group feedback:
Group feedback will be started by the pilot trainers who will reflect on their observations. Participants will be asked to add to or supplement these observations.

Objectives:
- To enable participants to experience the difficulties of adequately notifying the suspect of his/her rights.
- To prompt participants to think about how rights are perceived by suspects.
- To create awareness of the importance of the notification of rights (with regard to the further proceedings, for example, the evidential impact at court).
- To identify and understand any differences in working methods and how they can affect the effective communication of rights to the suspect.
- To address differences between suspects.
Session 2: Disclosure and consultation

Exercise 1 – Disclosure of information to lawyer

Organisation of the exercise
Lawyers and police officers in separate groups. Both groups to be given a scenario and decide through a 5 minute discussion (a) police – what to disclose to the solicitor and (b) solicitors – what they would need to advise their client adequately. Whole group to then discuss the levels of disclosure and identify the reasons for the difference in approach.

Objectives of the exercise
- To prompt participants to think about the purpose of disclosure and what impact it can have on the experience of the suspect in detention.
- To prompt participants to think about the purpose of the role of the lawyer during police detention.
- To show how this role is influenced and/or prevented by the level of disclosure provided.
- To identify and understand any differences in attitudes towards the role of the lawyer during police detention and any conflict between this and the purpose of police detention (i.e. to obtain an admission to support a charge/to further enquiries with the suspect secured/to give the suspect an opportunity to put their case forward).

Instructions to participants
Consider the following case information and decide (a) if you are a police officer, what you would disclose to the defence solicitor and (b) if you are a defence solicitor, what you would need to have disclosed in order to fully advise your client how to respond to interview:

Billy Jones (21) has been arrested on suspicion of burglary of a house on Posh Road, Bristol, on the 17th April at around 1am. In the burglary items with an estimated value of £5,000 were stolen. These items include jewellery, laptop computer, and part of a home entertainment system. Entry was gained through climbing over the back garden fence and forcing the back door with a metal object. A size 9 footprint was left at the scene and fingerprints were lifted from the external glass on the door as well as a mirror in the lounge. The footprint is consistent with Billy Jones’ foot size and the external fingerprint matches his, but not the internal one.

Billy Jones was seen by Fred Smith (25), who has form for dwelling house burglary and other inquisitive crime, carrying a large, heavy bag two streets from the scene at 1.30am. Billy Jones is known to Fred Smith as they were co-perpetrators on the last burglary Smith got two 1/2 years for. Jones was then a youth and was only sentenced to a referral order (the
lowest community sentence for a juvenile) because the court believed he had been placed under pressure by Smith.

The house was fitted with external CCTV which has not yet been viewed. A search of Jones’ property has taken place. A large sports bag was found and an expensive looking necklace. This has not yet been identified by the victims as theirs.

Exercise 2 – Consultation with client

Organisation of the exercise
Role-play with student playing suspect. Police officer to act as lawyer [or lawyer in the Netherlands] and conduct role-play using the information the police agreed in the last session to disclose to the lawyers. Ten minutes. Lawyer to then conduct role-play with full disclosure. Further ten minutes. Following the role-plays the group will discuss the different approaches to the role of the lawyer and implications of the differing levels of disclosure upon the outcome of the consultation. The group will be asked to list the purposes of the client-lawyer consultation during the discussion.

Objectives of the exercise
- To promote understanding of the purpose and role of the lawyer during police detention and the significance of the consultation for the suspect.
- To prompt participants to think about how the delivery of the role can impact upon the procedural rights of the suspect and the progression of police detention.
- To identify the impact the police have upon the delivery of the right to silence and the right of access to a lawyer.
- To identify any differences in attitude towards the purpose and value of the consultation between police and lawyer participants.

Instructions to participants
A volunteer officer will conduct a legal consultation as lawyer with Billy Jones on the information the police decided to disclose to the lawyers in Exercise 1. At the end of the consultation the officer ‘lawyer’ should advise Jones on whether to answer questions during interview.

A volunteer solicitor will then re-conduct the consultation with full disclosure. A discussion will then follow during which the purpose and role of the lawyer-client consultation will be considered.
Session 3: Right to silence and interrogation

Exercise 1 – The right to silence, and the right of access to a lawyer

Organisation of the exercise
Presentation to the whole group of major findings of the research regarding the right to silence. Discussion of a number of questions concerning the right to silence.

Objectives of the exercise
- To prompt participants to think about what the right to silence, and the right to consult a lawyer, mean.
- To prompt participants to think about whether, and if so to what extent, the police should be permitted to seek to undermine (a) the right to silence, and (b) the right of access to a lawyer.
- To identify any differences between police and lawyer participants in their understandings of the two rights.
- To identify, and to understand, any differences in attitudes and approaches as between the two rights (e.g. is there greater acceptance of the legitimacy of police actions that undermine the right to silence, compared to those that undermine the right of access to a lawyer?).

Questions to participants
- The European Court of Human Rights has held that a suspect who is interviewed by the police has a right to legal assistance. What is your understanding of the right of a suspect to the assistance of a lawyer?
- How far can, or should, the police go in trying to persuade a suspect not to consult a lawyer?
- The right to silence is an internationally accepted principle in criminal proceedings. What do you understand by the expression ‘the right to silence’?
- How far can, or should, the police go in trying to persuade a suspect to answer police questions?

Exercise 2 – The role of the defence lawyer in police interviews

Organisation of the exercise
Lawyers and police officers in separate groups. Groups to identify up to five reasons why a defence lawyer should be able to intervene in a police interview, and write up reasons on poster paper. Then participants read through the extract from the case of R v. Paris, Abdullahi and Miller and answer the questions below, summarizing them on poster paper. Discussion of outcomes in plenary session.
Objectives of the exercise

- Prompt participants to consider reasons why a defence lawyer may intervene in a police interview, and identify any agreement or differences between police and lawyer participants.
- Using an example from a real case, identify the respective perceptions of police and lawyer participants as to when intervention by the lawyer is legitimate.
- Determine the expectations of police and lawyer participants as to the legitimacy of police interview tactics, and the response of the defence lawyer to such tactics.

Instructions to participants

Task 1
Identify up to five reasons why a defence lawyer should be able to intervene in the course of a police interview, and write them up on poster paper.

Task 2
Read the extract from one of the interviews in the case of R v. Paris, Abdullahi and Miller (see next page), and discuss the following questions.

The extract is from an interview of Stephen Miller who, together with a number of others, had been arrested on suspicion of murder. This interview followed a number of other interviews during which Miller had consistently denied involvement in the murder. He was in an emotional state, and crying during parts of the interview. Miller’s lawyer was present during the interview.

1. Would you have expected the defence lawyer to have intervened during this part of the interview?
2. If so, what would be the basis for intervention?
3. How, if at all, should the interview proceed from here?

Summarize the outcome of the discussion on poster paper.

[In Maastricht, Task 2 was conducted slightly differently. Visually recorded fragments were shown of two different exercises: (a) from training videos showing role-plays involving best practice and (b) from real visually-recorded interrogations. Participants were asked to follow their usual practice and could press the ‘stop’ button: (a) when they saw something they would not have done / when they would have done something differently (police officers), or (b) when they would have intervened (lawyers). Group feedback then followed on any intervention made.]

Miller: I wasn’t there.
DC Greenwood: How can you ever…
Miller: I wasn’t there.
DC Greenwood: How you… I just don’t know how you can sit there. I…
Miller: I wasn’t…
DC Greenwood: Really don’t.
Miller: I was not there, I was not there.
DC Greenwood: Seeing that girl, your girlfriend, in that room that night like she was. I just don’t know how you can sit there and say it.
Miller: I wasn’t there.
DC Greenwood: You were there that night.
Miller: I was not there.
DC Greenwood: Together with all the others, you were there that night.
Miller: I was not there. I’ll tell you already…
DC Greenwood: And you sit there and say that.
Miller: They can lock me up for 50 billion years. I said I was not there.
DC Greenwood: ‘Cause you don’t wanna be there.
Miller: I was not there.
DC Greenwood: You don’t wanna be there because if…
Miller: I was not there.
DC Greenwood: As soon as you say that you’re there you know you’re involved.
Miller: I was not there.
DC Greenwood: You know you were involved in it.
Miller: I was not involved and I wasn’t there.
DC Greenwood: Yes you were there.
Miller: I was not there.
DC Greenwood: You were there, that’s why Leanne is come up now…
Miller: No.
DC Greenwood: ‘Cause her conscience is...
Miller: I was not there.
DC Greenwood: She can’t sleep at night...
Miller: No. I was not there.
DC Greenwood: To say you were there that night...
Miller: I was not there.
DC Greenwood: Looking over her body seeing what she was like...
Miller: I was not there.
DC Greenwood: With her head like she had and you have got the audacity to sit there and say nothing at all about it.
Miller: I was not there.
DC Greenwood: You know damn well you were there.
Miller: I was not there.
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